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2008 Citation CJ2+ 
MSN 525A-0418 

Engines are enrolled in Williams TAP BLUE 
Only 2450 Hours Since New 
Only 2035 landings 

Avionics Package: Collins Pro Line 21 
Autopilot: Collins FGS-3000 IFCS 
Communication Radios: Dual Collins VHF-4000 w/8.33 spacing 
Weather Radar: Collins WXR-800 (color) 
CVR: 
DME: 
EFIS: 
FDR: 
Flight Director: 
FMS: 
GPS: 

Provisions only 
Collins DME-4000 
Collins 3-tube 
Provisions only 
Collins FGS-3000 IFCS 
Garmin 
Garmin GPS-500 

Navigation Radios: Dual Collins VIR-4000 
TAWS: 
TCAS: 
Transponder: 

L3 Landmark Class B 
L3 Skywatch HP TCAS-I Dual 
Collins TDR-94D Mode S 

ADS-B Out compliant, XM satellite weather, 406 ELT, cockpit voice annunciator, ground comm dispatch 
switch, Jeppesen electronic charts, EROS crew masks & smoke goggles, 42-amp lead acid battery, Air Stair 
cabin entry doorsteps, locking fuel caps

Buckskin dark tan leather seating, six individual seats in club configuration with Tan & brown plaid sidewalls, 
Dark tan wool carpeting, Forward deluxe refreshment center w/MAPCO hot coffee, Medium shade maple 
veneer cabinetry, dual executive tables, Forward storage cabinet, Belted flushing aft lav 

Custom White, Blue, and Tan trim 

Fresh Doc 10 inspection 3/15/21 
Fresh Cessna-ICT Prebuy and desquawk 4/25/21 
Brand new windshields. Engine TAP Blue rate-$163.23/hr./eng. 
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Expertise... 
 
Aircraft Sales Group LLC is a team of professionals devoted to provide outstanding 
opportunities and seamless customer service for your aircraft desire and requirements. 
With 130 years combined experience and a record of over 3,000 aircraft transactions, 
you are assured that your aircraft interests are paramount and accomplished with 
confidence without the pitfalls of those less experienced.  
 
Our global reach, cutting edge market knowledge, and deep rooted inter-industry 
contacts creates opportunities others only dream of. Our dedication to you provides 
an empowered advantage while protecting and maximizing your aircraft investment. 

 130 Years combined aircraft acquisition and resale experience 
 Over 3,000 resale transactions 
 Global market knowledge and insight 

 
Call us and find out why you should have us on your side. 

 

 




